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Abstract—Parity-based RAID poses a design trade-off issue for large-scale SSD storage systems: it improves reliability against SSD failures through redundancy, yet its parity updates incur extra I/Os and garbage collection operations, thereby degrading the endurance and performance of SSDs. We propose EPLog, a storage layer that reduces parity traffic to SSDs, so as to provide endurance, reliability, and performance guarantees for SSD RAID arrays. EPLog mitigates parity update overhead via elastic parity logging, which redirects parity traffic to separate log devices (to improve endurance and reliability) and eliminates the need of pre-reading data in parity computations (to improve performance). We design EPLog as a user-level implementation that is fully compatible with commodity hardware and general erasure coding schemes. We evaluate EPLog through reliability analysis and trace-driven testbed experiments. Compared to the Linux software RAID implementation, our experimental results show that our EPLog prototype reduces the total write traffic to SSDs, reduces the number of garbage collection operations, and increases the I/O throughput. In addition, EPLog significantly improves the I/O performance over the original parity logging design, and incurs low metadata overhead.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Solid-state drives (SSDs) have seen wide adoption in desktops and even large-scale data centers [37], [44], [52]. Today’s SSDs mainly build on NAND flash memory. An SSD is composed of multiple flash chips organized in blocks, each containing a fixed number (e.g., 64 to 128) of fixed-size pages of size on the order of KB each (e.g., 2KB, 4KB, or 8KB). Flash memory performs out-of-place writes: each write programs new data in a clean page and marks the page with old data as stale. Clean pages must be reset from stale pages through erase operations performed in units of blocks. To reclaim clean pages, SSDs implement garbage collection (GC), which chooses blocks to erase and relocates any page with data from a to-be-erased block to another block.

Despite the popularity, SSDs still face deployment issues, in terms of reliability, endurance, and performance. First, on the reliability side, bit errors are common in SSDs due to read disturb, write disturb, and data retention [9], [17], [18], [38], and the bit error rate of flash memory generally increases with the number of program/erase (P/E) cycles [17], [29]. Unfortunately, flash-level error correction codes (ECCs) only provide limited protection against bit errors [29], [58], especially in large-scale SSD storage systems. Second, on the endurance side, SSDs have limited lifespans. Each flash memory cell can only sustain a finite number of P/E cycles before wearing out [3], [18], [23]. The sustainable number of P/E cycles is typically 100K for a single-level cell (SLC) and 10K for a multi-level cell (MLC), and further drops to several hundred with a higher flash density [18]. Finally, on the performance side, small random writes are known to degrade the I/O performance of SSDs [10], [25], [39], since they not only aggravate internal fragmentation and trigger more GC operations (which also degrade SSD endurance), but also subvert internal parallelism across flash chips.

Parity-based RAID (Redundant Array of Inexpensive Disks) [48] provides a natural option to enhance the reliability of large-scale storage systems. Its idea is to divide data into groups of fixed-size units called data chunks, and each group of data chunks is encoded into redundant information called parity chunks. Each group of data and parity chunks, collectively called a stripe, provides fault tolerance against the loss of data/parity chunks of the same stripe. Recent studies examine the deployment of SSD RAID at the device level [6], [29], [31], [35], [46], [47], so as to protect against SSD failures.

However, deploying parity-based RAID in SSD storage systems requires special attention [22], [40]. In particular, small random writes are even more harmful to parity-based SSD RAID in both endurance and performance. To maintain stripe consistency, each write to a data chunk triggers updates to all parity chunks of the same stripe. Small writes in RAID imply partial-stripe writes [11], which first read existing data chunks, re-compute new parity chunks, and then write both new data and parity chunks. In the context of SSD RAID, parity updates not only incur extra I/Os (i.e., reads of existing data chunks and writes of parity chunks), but also aggravate GC overhead due to extra parity writes. Frequent parity updates inevitably undermine both endurance and performance of parity-based SSD RAID.

Therefore, parity-based RAID poses a design trade-off issue for large-scale SSD storage systems: it improves reliabil-
ity against SSD failures; on the other hand, its parity updates degrade both endurance and performance. This motivates us to explore a new SSD RAID design that mitigates parity update overhead, so as to provide reliability, endurance, and performance guarantees simultaneously.

We propose EPLOG, an elastic parity logging design for SSD RAID arrays. EPLOG builds on parity logging [55] to redirect parity write traffic from SSDs to separate log devices. By reducing parity writes to SSDs, EPLOG slows down the flash wearing rate, and hence improves both reliability and endurance. It further extends the original parity logging design by allowing parity chunks to be computed based on the newly written data chunks only, where the data chunks may span within a partial stripe or across more than one stripe. Such an “elastic” parity construction eliminates the need of pre-reading old data for parity computation, so as to improve performance. To summarize, this paper makes the following contributions.

First, we design EPLOG as a user-level block device that manages an SSD RAID array. Specifically, EPLOG uses hard-disk drives (HDDs) to temporarily log parity information, and regularly commits the latest parity updates to SSDs to mitigate the performance overhead due to HDDs. We show that EPLOG enhances existing flash-aware SSD RAID in different ways: (i) EPLOG is fully compatible with commodity configurations and does not rely on high-cost components such as non-volatile RAM (NVRAM); and (ii) EPLOG can readily support general erasure coding schemes for high fault tolerance.

Second, we implement an EPLOG prototype, and additionally build a key-value store interface atop EPLOG to demonstrate how EPLOG seamlessly supports upper-layer applications. Specifically, we show how our key-value store interface operates on key-value objects and metadata atop EPLOG. The source code of our EPLOG prototype and the key-value store interface is available for download at http://adslab.cse.cuhk.edu.hk/software/eplog.

Third, we conduct mathematical analysis on the system reliability in terms of mean-time-to-data-loss (MTTDL). We show that EPLOG improves the system reliability over the conventional RAID design when SSDs and HDDs have comparable failure rates [56] (see our digital supplementary file for details).

Finally, we conduct extensive trace-driven testbed experiments, and demonstrate the endurance and performance gains of EPLOG in mitigating parity update overhead. We compare EPLOG with the Linux software RAID implementation based on mdadm [43], which is commonly used for managing software RAID across multiple devices. We show that EPLOG reduces the total write traffic to SSDs by 45.6-54.9%, reduces the number of GC requests by 77.1-97.6%, and increases the I/O throughput by 30.1-119.2% under the (6+2)-RAID-6 setting. Also, EPLOG achieves higher throughput than the original parity logging design, limited metadata management overhead, and maintains performance gains in key-value operations.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 states our design goals and motivates EPLOG. Section 3 describes the design and implementation details of EPLOG. Section 4 presents the design of the key-value store interface atop EPLOG. Section 5 presents trace-driven evaluation results of our EPLOG prototype. Section 6 reviews related work, and finally Section 7 concludes the paper. In our digital supplementary file, we also present the caching design and the detailed analysis on the system reliability of EPLOG.

2 Overview

2.1 Goals

EPLOG aims for four design goals.

- **General reliability:** EPLOG can tolerate a general number of SSD failures through erasure coding. This differs from many existing SSD RAID designs that are specific for RAID-5 (see Section 6).
- **High endurance:** Since parity updates introduce extra writes to SSDs, EPLOG aims to reduce the parity traffic caused by small (or partial-stripe) writes to SSDs, thereby improving the endurance of SSD RAID.
- **High performance:** EPLOG eliminates the extra I/Os due to parity updates and maintains high read/write performance.
- **Low-cost deployment:** EPLOG is deployable using commodity hardware, and does not assume high-end components such as NVRAM as in previous SSD RAID designs (e.g., [16], [20], [29]).

EPLOG targets workloads that are dominated by small random writes, which lead to frequent partial-stripe writes to RAID. For example, such workloads can be found in database applications [21], [30] and enterprise servers [24]. Note that real-world workloads often exhibit high locality both spatially and temporally [39], [50], [54], such that recently updated chunks and their nearby chunks tend to be updated more frequently. It is thus possible to exploit caching to batch-process chunks in memory to boost both endurance and performance (by reducing write traffic to SSDs). On the other hand, modern storage systems also tend to force synchronous writes through fsync/sync operations [19], which make small random writes inevitable. Thus, our baseline design should address synchronous small random writes, but allows an optional caching feature for potential performance gains.

2.2 Parity Logging

Parity logging [55] has been a well-studied solution in traditional RAID to mitigate the parity update overhead. We first review the design of parity logging, and then motivate how we extend its design in the context of SSD RAID.

We demonstrate how parity logging can improve endurance of an SSD RAID array by limiting parity traffic to SSDs. The idea is to add separate log devices to keep track of parity information that we refer to as log chunks. To illustrate, Figure 1 shows an SSD RAID-5 array with three SSDs for data and one SSD for parity (i.e., the array can tolerate single SSD failure). In addition, one log device is used for storing log chunks. Suppose that a stream of write requests is issued to the array. The first two write requests, respectively with data chunks \{A0, B0, C0\} and \{A1, B1, C1\}, constitute two stripes. Also, the following write request...
updates data chunks \( B_0, C_0, \) and \( A_1 \) to \( B_0', C_0', \) and \( A_1' \), respectively. Figure 1(a) illustrates how the original parity logging works. It first reads and buffers the old data chunks to update (i.e., \( B_0, C_0, \) and \( A_1 \)). It then computes a log chunk by XOR-ing the old and new data chunks on a per-stripe basis. Finally, it updates data chunks in-place at the system level above the SSDs (note that an SSD adopts out-of-place updates at the flash level), and appends all log chunks (i.e., \( B_0 + B_0' + C_0 + C_0' + A_1 + A_1' \)) to the log device. Thus, updating the data chunks trigger three read I/Os followed by five write I/Os.

To recover any lost data chunk, parity logging first combines both the log chunks and the existing parity chunks in each stripe to form the up-to-date parity chunks, followed by decoding the lost data chunks. If either parity chunks or log chunks are lost, we directly regenerate them from existing data chunks.

### 2.3 Elastic Parity Logging

The original parity logging limits parity traffic to SSDs, thereby slowing down their wearing rates. Nevertheless, we identify two constraints of this design. First, it needs to pre-read old data to compute each log chunk, and hence incurs extra read requests. Second, the log chunks are computed on a per-stripe basis. This generates additional log chunks if a write request spans across stripes.

We build on the original parity logging and relax its constraints, and propose a new parity update scheme called elastic parity logging. Figure 1(b) illustrates its idea. Specifically, when the write request updates data chunks \( B_0, C_0, \) and \( A_1 \) to \( B_0', C_0', \) and \( A_1' \), respectively, we perform out-of-place updates at the system level, such that we directly write the new data chunks to the corresponding SSDs without overwriting the old data chunks. In other words, both the old and new versions of each data chunk are kept and accessible at the system level. In addition, we compute a log chunk by XOR-ing only the new data chunks to form \( B_0' + C_0' + A_1' \), and append it to the log device. Compared to the original parity logging, we now store only one log chunk instead of two. Note that the old versions of data chunks are needed to preserve fault tolerance. For example, if data chunk \( A_0 \) is lost, we can recover it from \( B_0, C_0, \) and \( P_0 \), although both \( B_0 \) and \( C_0 \) are old versions. Overall, elastic parity logging updates the data chunks with zero read I/O and four write I/Os.

Unlike the original parity logging, elastic parity logging does not need to pre-read old data chunks. It also relaxes the constraint that the log chunks must be computed on a per-stripe basis; instead, a log chunk can be computed from the data chunks within part of a stripe or across more than one stripe (hence we call the parity logging scheme “elastic”).

### 3 Design and Implementation

EPLOG is designed as a user-level block device. It runs on top of an SSD RAID array composed of multiple SSDs, and additionally maintains separate log devices for elastic parity logging. In this work, we choose HDDs as log devices to achieve low-cost deployment; while SSDs can also be used as log devices, we do not see significant performance gains as shown in our experiments (see our digital supplementary file). In this section, we address the following design and implementation issues.

- How do we construct log chunks for a write request, such that we maintain reliability as in conventional RAID without using parity logging?
- How do we minimize the access overheads for log chunks in log devices, so as to maintain high performance?
- How do we manage metadata in a persistent manner in our EPLOG implementation?

#### 3.1 Architecture

EPLOG stores data chunks in a set of SSDs (which we collectively call the main array) and log chunks in a set of HDD-based log devices. Accessing log chunks in HDD-based log devices is expensive. Thus, EPLOG issues only sequential writes of log chunks to log devices. In addition, it regularly commits the latest parity updates in the main array in the background, such that the main array stores the latest versions of data chunks and the corresponding parity chunks. We call the whole operation parity commit. For example, referring to Figure 1(b), we update \( P_0 \) and \( P_1 \) to reflect the sets of latest data chunks \( \{ A_0, B_0', C_0' \} \) and \( \{ A_1', B_1, C_1 \} \), respectively. Thus, accessing data in degraded mode (i.e., when an SSD fails) can operate in the main array only (as in conventional SSD RAID without parity logging), and hence preserve performance.

EPLOG realizes the above design via a modularized architecture, as shown in Figure 2. The log module schedules write requests and works with the coding module for parity computations. The data chunks are issued to the main array via the SSD write module, while the log chunks are issued to the log devices via the log write module. To tolerate the same number of device failures, we require the number of log devices in EPLOG be equal to the number of tolerable device failures in the main array. For example, if the main array uses RAID-6 (which can tolerate two device failures), two log devices are needed. The commit module regularly performs parity commit to ensure that the data and parity chunks in the main array reflect the latest updates.

To further reduce parity traffic, we introduce two types of buffers in the log module, namely a stripe buffer and
multiple device buffers, to batch-process write requests in memory. The use of buffers is optional, and does not affect the correctness of our design. In the interest of space, we elaborate the caching design and evaluate its performance in the digital supplementary file.

Limitations: Before presenting the design of EPLOG, we discuss its design limitations. First, EPLOG requires additional storage footprints to keep log chunks, although we employ HDDs as log devices to limit the extra system cost. Second, EPLOG keeps multiple versions of data chunks during updates before parity commit, so we need to provision extra space in SSDs. Third, if a failure happens before parity commit, recovery performance may hurt due to the need of accessing log chunks, especially when we use HDDs as log devices. Finally, parity commit may create additional performance overhead. Our design rationale is that if we perform parity commit regularly on every fixed number of write requests in batch, we can limit parity commit overhead and the drawbacks as described above.

3.2 Write Processing

We describe how EPLOG processes a single write request and constructs log chunks. Note that read requests under no device failures are processed in the same way as in traditional RAID. Thus, we omit the read details.

EPLOG distinguishes (in the log module) write requests into two types. If the incoming write request is a new write and spans a full stripe in the main array, we directly write the data and parity chunks to the main array as in conventional RAID; otherwise, if the request is a new partial-stripe write or an update, then we write data chunks to the main array and the computed parity logs (i.e., log chunks) to log devices. The rationale is that both types of writes do not pre-read data chunks from the main array for parity computation. By issuing new full-stripe writes directly to the main array, we save the subsequent parity commit overhead.

Recall from Section 3.1 that EPLOG first stores data chunks in the main array and log chunks in log devices; after parity commit, it stores both data and parity chunks in the main array. For ease of presentation, we call a stripe that has data chunks stored in the main array and log chunks stored in the log devices a log stripe, and call a stripe that has both data and parity chunks stored in the main array a data stripe.

Stripe generation: We first explain how we generate a data stripe, followed by how we generate a log stripe. For a data stripe, EPLOG applies (in the coding module) k-of-n erasure coding (where \( k < n \)) to encode the \( k \) data chunks into additional \( n - k \) parity chunks, such that any \( k \) out of \( n \) data and parity chunks can reconstruct the data chunks in the data stripe. We configure \( n \) to be the number of SSDs in the main array, and configure \( k \) such that \( n - k \) is the tolerable number of device failures. For example, if we construct an SSD RAID-5 array, we set \( n - k = 1 \); for an SSD RAID-6 array, we set \( n - k = 2 \).

To generate a log stripe, we first require that the data chunks of a log stripe belong to different SSDs. To achieve this, we first identify the destined SSD for each data chunk included in a write request, and then group the data chunks written to different SSDs to form a log stripe. In particular, for a new partial-stripe write, since the data chunks can be written to any SSD, we combine them into a single log stripe and distribute them across SSDs. For an update request, since the destination of each data chunk included in the request is given, if multiple data chunks belong to the same SSD, then we separate them into different log stripes to ensure that each log stripe only contain at most one data chunk belonging to each SSD. We still use the example in Figure 1(b) to illustrate the idea. Since the data chunks \( B_0, C_0, \text{ and } A_1 \) belong to different SSDs, we can combine the newly updated data chunks \( B_0', C_0', \text{ and } A_1' \) into a single log stripe. We generate only one log chunk \( B_0' + C_0' + A_1' \) and write it to the log device.

Suppose now that a log stripe contains \( k' \) data chunks to be stored in \( k' \) different SSDs, where \( k' \) is less than or equal to the number of SSDs in the main array. EPLOG then applies \( k'-of-n' \) erasure coding to generate additional \( n' - k' \) log chunks, such that \( n' - k' = n - k \), or equivalently, \( n' - k' \) equals the tolerable number of device failures. For example, referring to the example in Figure 1, we can group \( k' = 3 \) data chunks \( \{ B_0', C_0', A_1' \} \) into a log stripe. We then set \( n' = 4 \) and generate \( n' - k' = 1 \) log chunk.

EPLOG can tolerate the same number of device failures (including SSD failures and log device failures) as we deploy conventional RAID directly in the main array. Note that data chunks in EPLOG are now protected by either the parity chunks in the main array or the log chunks in the log devices. Specifically, if a failed data chunk is not updated since the last parity commit, then it can be recovered from other data and parity chunks of the same data stripe in the main array. On the other hand, if a failed data chunk is updated before the next parity commit, then it can be recovered by the log chunks in log devices and other data chunks of the same log stripe. The same argument applies when either a parity chunk or a log chunk fails. In our digital supplementary file, we conduct mathematical analysis to investigate how EPLOG affects the system reliability.

Chunk writes: EPLOG writes both data and parity chunks of a data stripe, as well as the data chunks of a log stripe, to the main array via the SSD write module, while writing the log chunks of a log stripe to the log devices via the log write module. The two modules use different write policies.
First, the SSD write module uses the \textit{no-overwrite} policy. When it updates a data chunk in an SSD, it writes the new data chunk to a new logical address instead of overwriting the old one, and maintains a pointer to refer to the old data chunk. This makes both the old and new data chunks accessible after the update request. Since the parity chunks in the main array are not yet updated, keeping both the old and new versions of data chunks is necessary to preserve fault tolerance (see Section 2.3 for example). When the parity chunks in the main array are updated after parity commit, the old versions of the data chunks can be removed. On the other hand, the log write module uses the \textit{append-only} policy, so as to ensure sequential writes of log chunks to the log devices and hence preserve performance.

### 3.3 Parity Commit

EPLOG regularly performs the parity commit operation to ensure all data and parity chunks of data stripes are based on the latest updates. It can trigger parity commit in one of the following scenarios: (i) the system is idle, (ii) there is no available space in any SSD and log device, (iii) an upper-layer application issues a parity commit, and (iv) after every fixed number of write requests.

Algorithm 1 shows the parity commit workflow in EPLOG. First, EPLOG scans the metadata of all log stripes and identifies the latest versions of updated data chunks (line 1). It then reads the latest versions of the updated data chunks from the SSDs of the main array (line 2). If any data chunk is unavailable, EPLOG reconstructs the data chunk by reading the alive data chunks and log chunks from the associated log stripe (lines 3-6). Then EPLOG identifies the data stripes that are associated with the updated data chunks (line 7). For each identified data stripe, EPLOG computes the corresponding parity chunks from the latest data chunks, writes them back to the main array, and updates metadata for stripe maintenance (lines 8-12). Finally, it releases the space occupied by both the old versions of data chunks from the main array and obsolete log chunks from the log devices (lines 13-14).

We emphasize that parity commit does not need to access any log chunks in the log devices in normal mode when there is no SSD failure. The reason is that all latest data chunks, which will be used for computing parities, are kept in SSDs. In case there exist SSD failures during parity commit, we can prefetch log chunks from the log devices in batches, so as to mitigate the access overhead to the log devices. Note that the parity commit operation remains unaffected even if any log device fails.

In addition, although parity commit introduces extra writes to the main array, the write traffic remains limited compared to conventional RAID according to our evaluation results (see Section 5.2). The reason is that we only need to perform parity commit on the latest versions of data chunks in the main array to construct the corresponding parity chunks, while a data chunk may have received multiple updates before parity commit.

We may explore the use of TRIM to explicitly remove the obsolete data chunks during parity commit and further remove GC overhead. On the other hand, the use of TRIM can be tricky and it requires special handling in SSD RAID arrays [22]; for example, we need to ensure the consistency among data and parity chunks of each stripe after removing a chunk from TRIM. Currently, our testbed does not support TRIM under the RAID configuration.

### 3.4 Recovery

In the presence of SSD failures, EPLOG recovers lost data and parity chunks using erasure coding. EPLOG first performs parity commit to ensure that the data stripes in the main array have the latest data and parity chunks. Then for each data stripe, EPLOG recovers the lost chunks via erasure coding in a new SSD.

To improve the recovery performance, we design optimization techniques that favor parallelism and large I/Os to mitigate recovery overhead. First, EPLOG issues reads and writes across multiple SSDs in parallel via multi-threading. In addition, EPLOG performs recovery of multiple data stripes in batches. Specifically, it performs metadata scans to identify a batch of data stripes to be recovered, where the batch size (i.e., the number of data stripes) is configurable. It reorders and merges any read/write operations to consecutive chunks for each SSD into a single large read/write operation. Finally, it issues (large) reads/writes for the available chunks and recovers the lost chunks via erasure coding.

During the ongoing metadata scans, EPLOG can also prefetch chunks into an in-memory cache pool. Thus, it can directly read any chunks from the cache pool instead of from the main array to further improve recovery performance.

### 3.5 Implementation Details

We build EPLOG as a user-level block device that is compatible with commodity hardware configurations. We implement the EPLOG prototype in C++ on Linux (with around 7,300 lines of codes). It exports the basic block device interface, which operates on logical addresses on underlying physical devices, as a client API to allow upper-layer applications to access the storage devices. For parity computations, it implements erasure coding based on Cauchy Reed-Solomon codes [7] using the Jerasure 2.0 library [49]. Note that EPLOG issues writes and reads to raw devices via system calls \texttt{write} and \texttt{pread}, respectively, without using any specific block device driver.
EPLOG is designed to provide persistent metadata management, and it supports two metadata checkpoint operations: full checkpoint and incremental checkpoint. The full checkpoint flushes all metadata, while the incremental checkpoint flushes any modified metadata since the last full/incremental checkpoint. Both checkpoint operations can be triggered regularly in the background, or by the upper-layer applications.

EPLOG maintains a flat namespace and comprises two types of metadata: data stripe metadata and log stripe metadata. The data stripe metadata describes the mapping of each data stripe to data chunks, including both the latest and old versions of data chunks. It includes the stripe ID and chunk locations. The log stripe metadata describes the mapping of each log stripe to data chunks, referenced by data stripes, and log chunks on the log devices. It contains stripe ID, number of chunks, and a list of chunk locations.

EPLOG provides persistent metadata storage on SSDs. It creates a separate metadata volume from the main array to keep the metadata checkpoints. The metadata volume comprises three areas: super block area, full checkpoint area, and incremental checkpoint area. The superblock area is located at the front of the metadata partition, and keeps the essential information of the metadata layout. The full checkpoint area follows the super block area, and keeps the full checkpoints. It has two sub-areas [28], which hold the latest and previous full checkpoints. The intuition is to write the full checkpoints alternately to one of the sub-areas, so as to ensure that there always exists a consistent copy of the full checkpoint and hence survive any unexpected system failure during the checkpoint operation. The incremental checkpoint area follows the full checkpoint area. It stores all incremental checkpoints in append-only mode.

To create the metadata volume, we first create two partitions in each SSD in the main array, one for data and another for metadata. We then mount a RAID-10 volume on the metadata partitions of all SSDs using mdadm [43], and EPLOG directly accesses the metadata on the volume. In addition, EPLOG directly accesses the data partitions of SSDs and the log devices as raw block devices in JBOD mode. To maintain high I/O performance, EPLOG uses multithreading to read/write data via the devices in parallel.

EPLOG caches all up-to-date metadata in memory to enable both fast metadata lookups during normal operations and fast metadata scans during parity commit and recovery. It maintains a hash map that indexes both data stripe metadata and log stripe metadata by their stripe IDs. If EPLOG does not store any old version of data chunks (e.g., before receiving any update or right after parity commit), then the cache size is proportional to the number of data stripes that are currently stored. When EPLOG receives updates before issuing a parity commit operation, the cache size further increases with the amount of accumulated update traffic due to the creation of log stripes and the mappings of the old versions of data chunks in data stripe metadata.

4 Case Study: Key-value Storage

To show that EPLOG can seamlessly support upper-layer applications, we design and implement a simple key-value store interface atop the block device interface of EPLOG. Note that many flash-based key-value stores have been proposed in the literature (e.g., [13], [14], [33], [51]). We do not claim the novelty of the key-value store itself; instead our goal is to demonstrate that the key-value store can easily access data as key-value pairs in storage via EPLOG and manage the key-value pairs with limited memory overhead.

Each key-value pair comprises a key, which acts as a unique identifier, and a value, which contains the actual data content, and metadata, which contains the attributes of the key-value pair. Currently, we use 5 bytes of metadata for each key-value pair to represent the key size in 1 byte and the value size in 4 bytes, meaning that the key size and the value size are at most 255 bytes and 2^{32}-1 bytes (almost 4GB), respectively.

Figure 3 shows the architecture of the key-value store atop EPLOG. The key-value store maintains an in-memory object location table to store the logical addresses (currently of size 8 byte each) of key-value pairs in EPLOG. We use cuckoo hashing [45] to realize the object location table to allow constant-time lookups and updates with high space utilization (up to 90% [15]). Cuckoo hashing maps each inserted key to two possible buckets. If both buckets are not free, it relocates an existing key to make room for the inserted key. Each bucket holds the (8-byte) logical address of the mapped key, and we use logical address to identify the corresponding key to resolve hash collisions. Note that FlashStore [14] also leverages cuckoo hashing (with a different key relocation approach from the original one) to index key-value pairs.

To mitigate the overhead of accessing keys via EPLOG, we implement an optional object metadata cache in the key-value store to cache the key, the key and value sizes, and the logical address of a key-value pair that is recently accessed. Like the object location table, we implement the object metadata cache as a cuckoo hashing table. We also implement the cache replacement policy using the ARC algorithm [36], which captures both recency and frequency; note that designing the best cache replacement policies is beyond the scope of this work.

Our key-value store currently supports three key-value operations, namely: (i) SET, which inserts new key-value pairs, (ii) GET, which retrieves the values of existing key-
value pairs, and (iii) UPDATE, which updates the values of existing key-value pairs.

Our key-value store implementation itself contains around 500 lines of code. We use the libcuckoo library [2] to implement cuckoo hashing. Note that the integration of our key-value store with EPL does not change the internals of EPLOG.

5 EXPERIMENTS

We evaluate EPLOG via trace-driven testbed experiments, and compare its endurance and performance with those of the original parity logging and conventional RAID implemented by Linux software RAID based on mdadm. Our main findings are: (i) EPLOG improves the endurance of SSD RAID by reducing both the write traffic to SSDs and the number of GC requests, (ii) EPLOG has limited parity commit overhead, (iii) EPLOG achieves higher I/O throughput than baseline approaches, and (iv) our key-value store implementation atop EPLOG preserves the performance gains over baseline approaches.

In our digital supplementary file, we also show that EPLOG achieves potential gains with small-sized caching and has limited overhead on both the storage and metadata management. We evaluate EPLOG on different aspects: (i) the performance of EPLOG using SSDs as log devices, (ii) the trade-off of the object metadata cache in the key-value store implementation, (iii) the individual SSD write sizes, and (iv) the basic I/O performance of EPLOG.

5.1 Setup

Testbed: We conduct our experiments on a machine running Linux Ubuntu 14.04 LTS with kernel 3.13. The machine has a quad-core 3.4GHz Intel Xeon E3-1240v2, 32GB RAM, multiple Plextor M5 Pro 128GB SSDs as the main array, and multiple Seagate ST1000DM003 7200RPM 1TB SATA HDDs as the log devices. It interconnects all SSDs and HDDs via an LSI SAS 9201-16i host bus adapter. Also, we attach an extra SSD to the motherboard as the OS drive. Note that SATA SSDs are still commonly found in modern data centers [42], to which our testbed setup applies.

We compare EPLOG with two baseline parity update schemes. The first one is the Linux software RAID implementation based on mdadm (denoted by MD) [43], which implements conventional RAID and writes parity traffic to SSDs directly. The second one is the original parity logging (denoted by PL) [55], which performs parity updates at the stripe level (see Figure 1(a)). We implement PL based on our EPLOG prototype for fair comparisons.

We focus on RAID-5 and RAID-6, which tolerate one and two device failures, respectively. We consider four settings: (4+1)-RAID-5 (i.e., five SSDs), (6+1)-RAID-5 (i.e., seven SSDs), (4+2)-RAID-6 (i.e., six SSDs), and (6+2)-RAID-6 (i.e., eight SSDs). For PL and EPLOG, we allocate one and two additional HDDs as log devices for RAID-5 and RAID-6, respectively. In all schemes, we set the chunk size as 4KB. We use the O_DIRECT mode to bypass the internal cache. For PL and EPLOG, we disable caching, parity commit, and metadata checkpointing (i.e., the metadata structure remains in memory), except when we evaluate these features.
Table 2 summarizes the write statistics of the four traces, after we round up the sizes of all write requests. It shows a few key properties. First, their average write sizes are generally small (7-13KB). Second, if we examine the access pattern, we see that all traces have a high proportion of random write requests. Here, by a random write request, we mean that a write request whose starting offset differs from the ending offset of the last write request by at least 64KB. Finally, if we examine the working set size (i.e., the size of unique data accessed throughout the trace duration), all traces have small working set sizes.

5.2 Results

Experiment 1 (Write traffic to SSDs): We first show the effectiveness of EPLLog in reducing write traffic to SSDs due to parity updates, given that our traces are dominated by small random writes. Figure 4(a) shows the total size of write traffic to SSDs across different traces under (6+2)-RAID-6. Overall, EPLLog achieves a 45.6-54.9% reduction in write size when compared to MD. Both PL and EPLLog have the same results, since they write the same amount of data updates to SSDs (see Figure 1), while redirecting parity traffic to log devices. We emphasize that even though EPLLog has the same write traffic to SSDs with PL, it achieves much higher I/O throughput than PL due to elastic parity logging (see Experiment 4). Figure 4(b) shows the reduction of write traffic to SSDs across four different RAID settings under the FIN trace (which has the most write requests among all traces). EPLLog reduces 38.6-39.9% and 49.3-57.0% of write traffic over MD for RAID-5 and RAID-6, respectively. Note that RAID-6 shows more significant reduction of write traffic than RAID-5.

Experiment 2 (GC overhead): We study the endurance in terms of GC overhead, which we measure by the average number of GC requests to each SSD. Since SSD controllers do not expose GC information, we resort to trace-driven simulations using Microsoft’s SSD simulator [3] that builds on Disksim [8]. For the simulator, we configure each SSD with 20GB raw capacity and 16,384 blocks with 64 4KB pages each (i.e., 256KB per block). Also, based on the default simulator settings, each SSD over-provisions 15% of blocks for GC (i.e., the effective capacity of each SSD is 17GB) and triggers GC when the number of clean blocks drops below 5%. We use the default greedy algorithm in the simulator and disable the wear-leveling block migration.

We replay the traces and use the blktrace utility to capture block-level I/O requests for each SSD in the background. Then we feed the block I/O requests into the simulator. We measure the total number of GC requests per SSD, and take an average over all SSDs in the main array.

Figure 5 plots the total number of GC requests per SSD, averaged over all SSDs. Figure 5(a) shows the results across different traces under (6+2)-RAID-6. EPLLog significantly reduces the number of GC requests over MD by 77.1-97.6%. This implies EPLLog significantly improves endurance. We also note that EPLLog reduces at least 8.1% of GC requests over PL in all traces. The reason is that EPLLog updates data chunks by using the no-overwrite updating policy, which reserves part of the logical address space for data updates. Thus, EPLLog introduces higher sequentiality for writes to SSDs. Note that EPLLog triggers no GC under MDS and (6+2)-RAID-6, since it reduces the amount of writes to each SSD and does not cause the number of clean blocks to drop below the threshold. Also, Figure 5(b) shows that EPLLog reduces 59.6-77.1% of GC requests over MD across different RAID settings under the FIN trace.

Experiment 3 (Parity commit overhead): Parity commit introduces additional writes (see Section 3.3). We study the impact of parity commit on endurance. We consider the following cases of parity commit: (i) without any parity commit (labeled as “nil”), (ii) commit only at the end of trace replay (labeled as “all”), and (iii) commit every 1,000 or 10,000 write requests (labeled as “1K” and “10K”, respectively). We also include the results of MD from Experiment 1 for comparison.

Figure 6 shows the parity commit overhead for different traces under (6+2)-RAID-6. Figure 6(a) shows the total size of write traffic to SSDs (as in Experiment 1). Compared to the case without any parity commit, the write size increases by up to 4.3%, 17.4%, and 24.9% when we perform par-
ity commit at the end of trace replay, every 10,000 write requests, and every 1,000 write requests, respectively. The write size with parity commit is still less than MD (e.g., by over 40% in some cases). Figure 6(b) plots the average number of GC requests to each SSD (as in Experiment 2). The number of GC requests of EPLog is 74.8-97.1%, 68.1-93.0%, and 67.8-88.2% less than that of MD when we perform parity commit at the end of trace replay, every 10,000 write requests, and every 1,000 write requests, respectively. The results show that the parity commit overhead in write size remains limited if we perform parity commit in groups of writes.

**Experiment 4 (I/O performance):** We examine the I/O performance of EPLog via trace replay of the real-world I/O traces in Table 2. We replay each trace as fast as possible to obtain the maximum possible performance. We measure the performance by the number of requests issued to MD, PL, and EPLog per unit time (in requests per second). Note that in PL and EPLog, the measured performance includes the overhead of writes to the HDD-based log devices.

Figure 7(a) shows the throughput across different RAID settings under the FIN trace without SSD failure. EPLog outperforms MD and PL by 119.2-197.3% and 295.7-366.1%, respectively. Both MD and PL read data before updating or logging parity on the update path. MD is faster than PL as MD directly updates parities on SSDs, while PL logs parity updates to HDD-based log devices for endurance. While the performance gap between random writes on SSDs and sequential writes on HDDs is small (see Preliminary benchmarks in Section 5.1), PL writes log chunks to log devices for multiple stripes under cross-stripe updates, which increases the performance overhead of logging in PL. EPLog eliminates pre-reads of existing data in log chunk computation, thereby increasing the I/O throughput. In addition, EPLog reduces the total size of log chunks by 8-15% compared to PL (not shown in the figure) due to elastic parity logging, which also contributes to the throughput gains.

Figure 7(b) shows the throughput across different traces under (6+2)-RAID-6 when parity commit is enabled, while there is no SSD failure. First, if there is no parity commit (labeled as "nil"), EPLog’s throughput is higher than MD’s by 30.1-119.2% and PL’s by 186.9-305.5% across different traces. If we perform parity commit at the end of the trace (labeled as “all”), EPLog’s throughput only slightly decreases by at most 4.79%, compared to that without parity commit. Even if we commit every 10,000 write requests (labeled as “10K”), EPLog’s throughput drops by 23.8% on average, but it is still higher than MD’s by 37.2% on average across traces.

We now compare the parity commit overhead in normal mode (i.e., no SSD failure) and in degraded mode (i.e., in the presence of SSD failures). Figure 7(c) shows the throughput of EPLog across different traces under (6+2)-RAID-6 when it performs parity commit in normal and degraded modes. To activate degraded mode, we bring down two SSDs (i.e., a double-SSD failure) at the end of trace replay but before the last parity commit operation is performed. Thus, our results reflect the impact of a single degraded parity commit operation on the overall performance. We observe from the figure that the performance drop from normal mode to degraded mode depends on the parity commit frequency. When EPLog performs parity commit every 10,000 requests, its throughput drops by up to 3.03% only from normal mode (labeled as “10K, Norm.”) to degraded mode (labeled as “10K, Deg.”). On the other hand, when EPLog performs parity commit at the end of trace replay, its throughput drops by up to 64.8% (for the WEB trace) from normal mode (labeled as “all, Norm.”) to degraded mode (labeled as “all, Deg.”).

The results in Figure 7(c) illustrate the trade-off between normal and degraded performance at different parity commit frequencies. If we perform parity commit more frequently, EPLog has a higher throughput drop in normal mode, but has a lower throughput drop in degraded mode as it needs to access fewer log chunks from the log devices. The results also show the trade-off between endurance and performance, as lowering the parity commit frequency improves endurance (see Experiment 3).

**Experiment 5 (Recovery performance):** We evaluate the recovery performance of EPLog under failures. We focus on
the (6+2)-RAID-6 setting under the FIN trace. We consider two cases of recovery: (i) before trace replay (i.e., chunks are sequentially stored on SSDs) and (ii) after trace replay (i.e., the up-to-date chunks are stored on SSDs). We assume that parity commit has been performed in both cases, and then we erase the data of two SSDs to simulate a double-SSD failure. We recover the lost data on the same two SSDs and measure the recovery throughput as the amount of recovered data over the total recovery time.

We also study the performance gains of our optimization techniques (see Section 3.4). We study the impact of batched recovery versus the batch size (i.e., the number of data stripes to be recovered in each batch). We also consider the impact of chunk prefetching during metadata scans.

Figure 8 shows the recovery performance of EPLOG. Before trace replay, the recovery throughput is 60.3MB/s and 182.9MB/s when EPLOG recovers lost data on a per-stripe basis (i.e., batch size is one) and in batches of 100 data stripes, respectively. This shows that batched recovery improves recovery performance. Note that batching 100 data stripes only incurs around 3MB of memory for buffering (i.e., 4KB chunk size × 8 chunks per stripe × 100). The performance becomes stable when the batch size is 100 or above. After trace replay, the recovery throughput is 35.0MB/s and 62.9MB/s when EPLOG recovers lost data on a per-stripe basis and in batches of 100 stripes, respectively. Since EPLOG adopts the no-overwrite policy for data updates, the latest data chunks are no longer sequentially stored and EPLOG issues random reads to alive chunks for recovery. Nevertheless, chunk prefetching can improve the recovery performance for the after-trace-replay case by at least 43.9%.

Experiment 6 (Key-value store performance): We evaluate our key-value store interface atop EPLOG. We also integrate our key-value store interface with PL and MD, and evaluate them for comparisons. We use YCSB [12] to generate two types of key-value store workloads: (i) update-only, which comprises UPDATE requests only, and (ii) hybrid, which comprises 50% of UPDATE requests and 50% of GET requests. Before running each workload, we first load 1 million key-value pairs via SET into storage. For each workload, we then issue 3 million requests over the 1 million key-value pairs, such that the access pattern follows a heavy-tailed Zipf distribution with the shape parameter 0.99. For each key-value pair, we fix its key size as 24 bytes. Also, by varying the value size, we configure the total size of a key-value pair (including the metadata, key, and value) as 4KB and 8KB, both of which align with the 4KB chunk size. To evaluate the impact of the object metadata cache, we configure its size as 0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% of the total number of key-value pairs. We focus on the (6+2)-RAID-6 setting, and disable parity commit. Figure 9 shows the throughput results, and we make the following observations.

First, EPLOG still achieves higher throughput than MD and PL, conforming to the results in Experiment 4 when they run without the key-value store. For example, for 4KB key-value pairs, EPLOG outperforms MD and PL by 70.7-395.5% and 17.6-279.3%, respectively, in the update-only workload, and by 28.8-92.2% and 6.4-71.2%, respectively, in the hybrid workload.

In most cases, EPLOG achieves higher throughput in the update-only workload than in the hybrid workload, by up to 86.9% and up to 123.8% for 4KB and 8KB key-value pairs, respectively. In EPLOG, the update-only workload (with UPDATE requests only) contains only random writes without pre-reading old chunks for parity updates, while the hybrid workload contains a mix of random reads and random writes and the random write performance is better than the random read performance (see Preliminary benchmarks in Section 5.1). On the other hand, both PL and MD achieve higher throughput in the hybrid workload than in the update-only workload. Recall that they both pre-read chunks for parity updates in UPDATE requests. Thus, the overhead of UPDATE is higher than that of GET, making the update-only workload more expensive.

In some cases, PL achieves higher throughput than MD, for example, by 30.6-45.2% and 12.3-21.1% in the update-only and hybrid workloads for the 4KB key-value pairs, respectively. Such results are opposite to the ones in Experiment 4 (see Figure 7(a)). One possible reason is that our workloads for 4KB key-value pairs here do not contain cross-stripe requests, as opposed to the FIN trace in Experiment 4. This limits the parity logging overhead in PL, making PL faster than MD.

As expected, increasing the size of the object metadata cache significantly improves the throughput, as the overhead of accessing the keys in storage for resolving hash collisions decreases. The performance gain with the object metadata cache in particular is more significant in EPLOG. For example, when the object metadata cache size increases from 0% to 100%, EPLOG’s throughput increases by 420.9% and 153.4% in the update-only and hybrid workloads for 4KB key-value pairs, respectively.

6 Related Work

Researchers have proposed various techniques for enhancing the performance and endurance of a single SSD, such as disk-based write caching [54], read/write separation via redundancy [53], and flash-aware file systems (e.g., [27], [28], [34], [39]). EPLOG targets an SSD RAID array and is currently implemented as a user-level block device. It can also incorporate advanced techniques of existing flash-aware designs, such as hot/cold data grouping [28], [39] and efficient metadata management [27], [34], for further performance and endurance improvements.

Flash-aware RAID designs have been proposed either at the chip level [16], [20], [26] or at the device level [6], [29], [31], [35], [46], [47]. For example, Greenan et al. [16]
keep outstanding parity updates in NVRAM and defer them until a full stripe of data is available. FRA [31] also defers parity updates, but keeps outstanding parity updates in DRAM, which is susceptible to data loss. Balakrishnan et al. [6] propose to unevenly distribute parities among SSDs to avoid correlated failures. Lee et al. [29] and Im et al. [20] propose the partial parity idea, which generates parity chunks from partial stripes and maintains the parity chunks in NVRAM. HPDA [35] builds an SSD-HDD hybrid architecture which keeps all parities in HDDs and uses the HDDs as write buffers. Kim et al. [26] propose an elastic striping method that encodes the newly written data to form new data stripes and writes the data and parity chunks directly to SSDs without NVRAM. Pan et al. [47] propose a diagonal coding scheme to address the system-level wear-leveling problem in SSD RAID, and the same research group [46] extends the elastic striping method by Kim et al. [26] with a hotness-aware design. LDM [57] stores both data and parities in SSDs in a RAID-5 setting, while it buffers writes in mirrored HDDs as in HPDA [35].

EPLog relaxes the constraints of parity construction in which parity can be associated with a partial stripe, following the same rationale as previous work [20], [26], [29], [46]. Compared to previous work, EPLog keeps log chunks with elastic parity logging using commodity HDDs rather than NVRAM as in [20], [29]. Also, instead of directly writing parity chunks to SSDs, EPLog keeps log chunks in log devices to limit parity write traffic to SSDs, especially when synchronous writes are needed (see Section 2.1). While HPDA [35] also uses HDDs to keep parities as in EPLog, it always keeps all parities in HDDs and treats HDDs as a write buffer, but does not explain how parities in HDDs are generated and stored. In contrast, EPLog ensures sequential writes of log chunks to HDD-based log devices and regularly performs parity commit in SSDs (note that parity commit does not need to access log devices in normal mode). In addition, EPLog employs an elastic logging policy, which does not need to pre-read old data chunks and also relaxes the constraint of per-stripe basis in computing parity logs, so as to reduce the amount of logs and fully utilize device-level parallelism among SSDs. We point out that EPLog targets general RAID schemes that tolerate a general number of failures, as opposed to single fault tolerance as assumed in most existing approaches discussed above.

7 Conclusions
We present EPLog, a user-level block device that mitigates parity update overhead in SSD RAID arrays through elastic parity logging. It encodes new data chunks to form log chunks and appends the log chunks into separate log devices, while the data chunks may span in a partial stripe or across more than one stripe. We carefully build our EPLog prototype and its integration with a key-value store interface on commodity hardware. Our evaluation shows that EPLog improves reliability, endurance, and performance.
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